How to Make a Movie

How do you get started with filmmaking, and make short movies or videos that
people will want to watch? You need to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choose the right equipment
Learn how films tell stories
Develop your story idea
Plan your shots and sound
Film and edit the movie carefully
Get feedback before you finish
Share it in the right format

Tip: Before you start on a big filmmaking project, make some simple short movies
to build your skills. So if you’re planning to make a documentary, make a minidocumentary to practise. If you’re planning a drama, try filming a single scene.

Get the right equipment

You need a camera to film your movie. You could use an iPhone or camcorder, but
a DSLR camera has more scope for creative filmmaking. A microphone will help
you get better sound, and a tripod or stabiliser will keep the camera steady. You
might need lights or reflectors. You’ll need an editing program or app. iMovie and
Adobe Rush are easy to use; Final Cut Pro X and Adobe Premiere Pro are more
advanced and powerful. If you’re shooting on a smartphone, you could edit on the
phone or a tablet, but it’s easier on a computer.

Learn how films tell stories

Film language means the way pictures, sound and editing help to tell the
story. Your movie will be much better if you know when to use a closeup and when
to use a wide shot, and how to use the lens, camera angle, light and sound to
create a mood.
It’s important that your shots look right when you edit them together.
The continuity system can help. It’s a set of rules about where to put the camera
and how to frame your shots. It’ll make your movie easier to understand and better
to watch.

Develop your idea
First, decide what kind of movie you want to make and why you’re making it. Is it a
drama, a campaigning video, a documentary or a music video?

Keep the story or idea simple and make sure people can understand it. Can you
describe it in 50 words or a tweet? If you can’t, it needs to be clearer.
Plan how you’ll tell the story. Beware of relying on a clever twist: your movie
should be interesting all the way through. Make sure you grab people’s attention
from the start, then give them a reason to keep watching to the end. You could
follow a standard three-act structure: a setup introduces the characters and the
scenario; in the development they work through the challenges, and
a resolution wraps it up.

Plan your movie

The moviemaking process has three main stages: pre-production (planning),
production (filming), and post-production (editing and sharing).
Pre-production is the planning stage, where you work out your movie in detail. You
need to plan what you’re going to film, how you’ll film it, and what you’ll need for
the shoot. Planning might seem boring if you want to go straight to filming, but it’ll
save time in the long run.
There are several ways to plan. You can develop ideas using a mindmap or mood
board. Then you can write a script and draw storyboards or make shot lists. Go
to this page for my film planning templates.
Choose actors or presenters/interviewers carefully. So, for a serious movie, don’t
rely on using your friends unless you’re sure they can act. Audition them before you
commit to using them.

Drama students can make good, affordable actors, but if they’ve only acted on
stage they’ll need to tone it down for the camera. That means speaking naturally,
using smaller gestures, and keeping their eyeline close to the camera without
looking into it.
Check out the locations where you’re planning to film. Make sure you can get
permission, and find out if you’ll have to pay. Is the location safe? Will there be any
interruptions?
Some filmmakers shoot ‘guerilla-style’, filming on location without permissions or
permits. This is risky as you could get stopped or fined. And it may not be
necessary: some cities will let small crews film in the street for free as long as you
let them know in advance.
Plan your film as a series of separate shots. You’ll probably need between twenty
and forty separate shots for a one-minute movie.
Don’t forget sound. You need to consider it from the start. Good sound can make
an average movie great; bad sound can make it unwatchable. So if you don’t have
the right gear to get good live sound, make a movie that doesn’t need it. Edit to
music or a voiceover, or add sound effects. But be careful not to use copyright
music without permission.
When you’re ready to film, you need to make sure you’ll have everything you need
on the day. You can use a shooting schedule and call sheets to plan this.

Film your movie

Production is the filming stage.
Work in a team if you can. You can film single-handed, but it’s easier with other
people. In a three-person team, the director has overall control and works with the
actors or presenters; a camera operator films the shots; and the sound
recordist sets up microphones and checks the audio.
The filming stage is much easier if you’ve planned it in advance. Make sure your
actors learn their lines, and work with them to ‘block’ the scene. That means
planning where they will stand and move, and how the cameras will capture their
performance.
If you need to shoot drama scenes with just one camera, you can do it by filming
the action several times.

First, film a master shot of the whole scene all the way through.

Then reposition the camera to frame a closeup of one actor. Film the scene again.

Now film the scene a third time, framing the second actor. When you edit the
movie, you can start with the master shot then cut back and forth between the
closeups.

Before you start recording, check that camera settings are correct. Check the
framing, light, sound and focus. Use a microphone, and listen to the sound on
headphones, if possible.
Film each shot for longer than you need (ten seconds before and after any action).
If you’re working in a team, you could follow the shooting drill on this page. Either
keep the camera still, or move it smoothly and steadily: don’t pan and scan.
Check your shots before you leave the location if you can.

Editing and sharing

Post-production is where you choose what you’re going to include in your movie,
edit it, add sounds and effects, and get it ready to share. Make sure you allow
enough time for this stage.
Before you start, get ready to save and backup your work. Then go through what
you’ve filmed and choose the stuff you’re going to use. You could make a paper
edit, working out the edit in advance. This can be really useful for documentaries.
Open your editing program or app and create a new project. Then find or import
your clips. If you’ve got a lot of material, you can organise it into separate folders. If
your movie is complex, divide it into separate sequences, then combine them at
the end. This is easier to manage with pro editing programs.
Start editing by putting together a rough cut. Choose roughly the parts you need
from each clip, and add them to the timeline in order. Then check the order and
see if the movie makes sense. Change the order, and add or remove shots, if you

need to. Remember it’s the finished film that matters, not the individual shots. So
you should be ready to get rid of your favourite shot if it doesn’t fit the movie.
When the order looks right, adjust each individual edit so the sequence flows
smoothly. Then add sound effects, voiceover and music, and adjust the audio
levels. With pro programs, you can also correct the colours. Next, you can add
effects and titles.
Before you finish editing your movie, show it to other people and see what they
think.
•
•
•
•

Does it make sense? Is the story clear?
Is the timing right: is it the right length, and is the pace consistent?
How about the audio: can you hear all the dialogue?
Finally, does it feel right? Does anything feel awkward or wrong, and
what can you do to improve it?

Make sure your movie is saved and backed up, and then export or ‘share’ a copy at
the highest quality your program allows. (You can always make a lower quality
copy from a high quality copy). Finally, make copies in the format you need for
distributing your movie. If it’s for online use, check the specifications with your
host or streaming service. If you’re not sure what format to use, choose MP4: it’s
compatible with most phones and computers.

Telling Your Story: Film Language for
Beginner Filmmakers

•
•
•

You need to plan how to use pictures, sound and editing to tell the
story
When you’re filming, you need to think how the shots will join
together
You can learn a lot about film language by watching other people’s
films.

•

In a good film, the audience understands the story that the filmmaker is trying to
show them, and feels what the filmmaker means them to feel.
To be a successful filmmaker, you need to use different techniques to make sure
this happens. You need to know what will happen if you frame a shot in a particular
way; how you can use sound to help show what’s going on, and how to edit your
shots together in sequences that build tension or emotion. You need to know
about film language.

Shots (the picture)
When you plan your pictures, you can think about shot size (how big things
are), composition (how things are arranged in the picture), position (where the
camera is), how you use or show movement, what kind of lens setting you use,
and how the scene is lit.

Shot size
Shot size is one of the basics of filmmaking. It means how big things are in the
picture. An extreme long shot just shows the setting; long shots and mid shots
show people in the setting, and closeups show details of faces and objects.

Composition
Think about exactly what to put in the shot, what to leave out, and how to arrange
things in the shot. To make things look natural, put lines, edges or faces about a
third of the way across, up or down the picture ‘frame’. To make them look formal,
put them in the middle; and to make things seem uncomfortable, make the shot
unbalanced or put it at on a slant.

Camera position and angle

As well as shooting different shot sizes, you should film from different places. Get
closer or move further away. See what the shot looks like if you move round to the
side. Crouch down or use a ladder to get unusual angles.

Movement
Most shots need some kind of movement to give them life. Keep the camera still to
show subtle movements; move the camera – pan, track or tilt – to follow action or
move through a space.

The lens

Use wide angle (zoomed out) shots to get up close or make things dramatic, and
telephoto (zoomed in) shots to make things bigger if you can’t get close. With
bigger cameras, you can change the focus to pick out the important parts of the
shot.

Light and colour
Light doesn’t just help us see things. You can make the mood happy, sad, romantic
or scary just by using daylight or room lights and basic reflectors.

Sound
Sound is a really powerful tool for telling your story and helping make an impact.
Your soundtrack can include all kinds of different sounds: natural sounds which
you record live (or fake with sound effects), dialogue, voiceovers and music.
Sound is a really powerful tool for storytelling and giving your film impact. You
should plan the soundtrack in detail – don’t just add any old music as an
afterthought.
Soundtracks can include lots of different elements and you’d normally build them
up in layers, with different kinds of sound on different tracks.

‘Real’ sounds
Your film can include sounds that seem like a natural part of the scene: waves
breaking on a beach, wind blowing, and dialogue (people on screen talking). These
are sometimes called diegetic sounds. Though they seem real, they don’t have to
be recorded live: sound effects are often better than the real thing.
Imagine you’re filming a scene in the woods with a girl walking. Your on-camera
microphone will probably just pick up a confusing mush of sound. You may not be
able to hear the footsteps. Ditch the soundtrack, and use separate sound effects for
birdsong, wind and the footsteps, and your scene will be much more convincing.
By doing this, you’re using the sounds as if they were closeups, to focus attention
on important things.
If you don’t want to use artificial sound effects, get in close so you can pick up
individual sounds. In your editing program you can detach the audio from the
video and move the sounds to where you want them. Or, even better, you can
record the sounds using a separate audio recorder.
You can use diegetic sound that matches things you see on screen, like the
footsteps with the walking feet. This is called synchronous sound. Now imagine
that the camera stays on the girl, but we hear a branch snapping. Suddenly there is
tension and mystery. This kind of sound, which comes from something that’s not
on the screen, is called asynchronous sound.

Music
Most films also use sound that we know has been added: things like voiceovers,
and background music. This is called non-diegetic sound.
You can use music to set the scene and show where and when the film is set. So a
scene of an old house becomes France if you play accordion music, or the 18th
century if you hear baroque music.
You can also use it to establish the mood, or change it. Deep, sinister tones tell us
that something scary is about to happen, or that a character who seems friendly is
actually dangerous. High violin notes suggest tension, and discordant sounds
make us feel uncomfortable. Fast music can add excitement to an action scene.
Hits are where the music exactly matches an action we see on the screen, though if
you use them too much it looks cheesy: it’s called ‘Mickey Mousing’ because it’s
most common in cartoons.
You can also use music that goes against what you see on screen. To create a sense
of irony, use happy music for a sad or scary scene. This is sometimes
called contrapuntal music (as opposed to parallel music, which matches what
happens on screen.) In a longer film, you could even give each character their own
musical theme or leitmotif.
Sound and editing can work together. Changing the sound and the image at
different times (split edits) can make a sequence flow more smoothly, because it
makes the cuts less obvious. Or you can link two scenes using a sound bridge. So
at the end of a scene in an office we might hear birdsong, before we cut to the
next scene which is in the woods. This helps prepare us for the change of scene.
You can also edit your whole film or sequence to music, with the images changing
on every bar, every beat, or when there is a change in the mood of the music.
Don’t forget the power of silence. A sudden change from hectic music to silence
can be shocking, and a few seconds of silence in a dialogue scene can build up
anticipation and tension. You don’t usually want complete silence: the basic
background ‘ambience’ of the location should usually carry on.

Continuity
Film-making is a bit like a magic trick. You can film a lot of different shots, add
some sounds and music, and put it together so everything seems to flow naturally.
You can shoot with one camera and make it look as if you have ten. You need to
follow some tricks and rules to make this work.
•
•

The continuity system will help you film sequences that make
sense
It includes framing, camera position, shot size, editing and sound

Film-making is a bit like a magic trick. You can film a lot of different shots, add
some sounds and music, and put it together so everything seems to flow naturally.
You can shoot with one camera and make it look as if you have ten. You can
persuade the audience that they’re watching a real story with real people.
For this to work, you need to follow the continuity system. It’s a set of ‘rules’
about what to film, where to put the camera, how to frame your shots and how to
edit them together. These are the main elements of the system.
Film at least two versions of each action, with different camera positions and
framings, then cut between them when you edit. If you’ve only got one camera,
you’ll have to repeat the action.

When you edit between the shots, it’ll look smoother if you edit on the
action: cutting during a movement rather than between movements. Here, the cut
comes while the man is turning his head.

The establishing shot
An establishing shot shows the whole scene, so viewers understand how
everything fits together.

You can show the space by using an extreme long shot or long shot early in your
sequence. This gives the context for the shots that follow.

You can use a similar shot later in the sequence as a re-establishing shot. It can
remind your viewers of where things are, or show how things in the scene have
moved or changed.
Shot-reverse shot

If you just film from one side, or in one direction, you only show half the space. To
show more, film shot-reverse shot. This means filming in roughly opposite
directions.

You can show a person and where they’re looking or going.

You can cut between closeups of people who are facing each other, filmed from
almost in front. This feels more engaging than just filming from the side or in long
shot.

Two characters but only one camera? No problem. Shoot the scene several times:
once with both characters in the shot, then with mid shots and closeups of one
character, then with mid shots or closeups of the other person. Then alternate
between the characters when you edit.
If you’re filming someone moving, shoot some of the shots from in front and some
from behind.
The 180 degree rule

When you film a scene as separate shots, you need to be careful about where you
put the camera. It’s important that all the shots seem to be part of the same
space. Filmmakers ensure this by keeping the camera on one side of the ‘line’ or
axis of action.

Imagine a line that connects the person to the thing they’re looking at.
Remember which side of the line you filmed the first shot from, then take care not
to film any shots from the other side. In the fourth shot below, the girl seems to be
facing in a different direction because the camera crossed the line.

It’s important to follow the 180 degree rule when you film a dialogue scene or
interview.

The line connects the two characters (above). Keep your camera on one side of the
line.

If you cross the line then the shots may not fit together. Your two characters will
look as if they’re facing the same way (3 and 4 above), rather than facing each
other.

If you’re filming someone moving, stay on the same side of the direction they’re
moving. If you cross the line (above), they’ll seem to have changed direction.

Eyeline match

When you film shot-reverse shot, the eyelines should match. A person’s gaze
should line up with the thing they’re looking at, where it will appear in the next
shot.

The 30 degree rule

To avoid distracting jump cuts, the camera position should change by at least 30
degrees between shots.

If you break the rule – as in the shots above – the edit may be obvious.

To avoid this, change the position as well as the shot size. These shots work
together because the angle between them is more than 30 degrees.

The point of view shot

A point of view (POV) shot, like the second shot here, shows what a character sees.

Cross-cutting
By using cross-cutting or parallel editing you can show things happening in two
places at once, by cutting between them.

Continuous sound
If the sound changes or disappears when the picture changes, the editing will be
obvious. You can make the action seem continuous by using ‘natural’
or diegetic sound that carries on from shot to shot.

You can add continuous background sound – wild track, atmos or ambience –
when you edit. In this sequence, a clip of ambient countryside sound (at bottom)
continues across the cuts.

You can also make cuts less obvious with split edits, where the sound and image
change at different points.

Here, the first edit is a J-cut: you’d hear the man talking before you see him. The
second is an L-cut, where the picture changes before the sound.

Editing
You should be thinking about how your shots will edit together as you’re filming
them. Each shot should show something new: either a different thing, or the same
thing with a different shot size or camera position.

Basic Editing Principles for Filmmakers
Editing is one of the most interesting and rewarding parts of making a short film or
video. It’s where the story really comes together. Decisions you make about which
shots to use, how you put them together, and how you use sound, will make a big
difference to your movie. So here’s a beginners’ guide to basic editing principles.

Shoot for editing
You should be thinking about editing as you plan and shoot your film. The pages
about continuity and coverage have advice on how to film shots that will edit
together.

Select just what the story needs
Don’t be precious about your footage, however proud of it you are. The finished
film is the important thing. You may need to leave out some really good stuff if it
doesn’t fit. (But don’t delete any clips unless you’re absolutely sure they’re
unusable.)

Select the important action
Choose the clips that show the essential action. You can leave out anything that
doesn’t help tell the story. Use just the part of the clip that has the action you need.

Show something new with each edit
Show a different subject, or a different view of the same thing: a different shot size
or camera position.

Vary the shot size and angle
Don’t cut between two very similar shots of the same thing, unless you really want
a ‘jump cut’ for effect.

Step between shot sizes
If you cut straight from an extreme long shot to an extreme closeup, viewers won’t
understand where the closeup fits into the bigger picture. Use an in-between size
like a mid-shot to bring the viewer with you.

Use cutaways to hide jumpy edits
If you have to cut similar shot sizes together, use another shot to hide the join. Add
it as a ‘cutaway’ above the main clips.

Use a master shot for an overview
Long shots and extreme long shots remind viewers of where everything fits into the
scene.

Get the pace right
A shot should stay on screen long enough for people to understand it, but not so
long that they get bored.
Closeups, simple shots, and shots without any action or movement, can be short.
Long shots, extreme long shots, and any shots with detail will need to be on screen
for longer.
Check that the pace is consistent. Sudden changes of pace look really clunky,
whether it’s a shot that outstays its welcome, or one that flashes by too fast to
grasp.

Use the right transitions
Transitions are the ‘joins’ between shots.
Does your scene show continuous action, or one short space of time? You should
use cuts, where the shot goes straight into the next one. If you use fades or
dissolves, you’ll confuse people.
In a cross dissolve or cross fade, the shots dissolve into each other (one image
gets weaker while the next shot gets stronger). You can use these to show that
you’ve left out a short space of time, or part of a journey.
You can use a fade out (usually to black) at the end of a scene. Fade out followed
by a fade in means that a period of time has passed.
Wipes and other elaborate transitions don’t usually contribute to storytelling.

Edit on the action
If you edit while an action is happening, rather than at the beginning or the
end, it’ll look smoother. Viewers will concentrate on the movement, not the edit.

Don’t cut moving shots to still shots
It’s jarring if you show something moving in one shot and it’s not moving in the
next shot. Let the movement come to an end before you cut to a static shot.

Pay attention to the sound
Don’t have sudden changes in sound level, or dead silence, unless you’re
deliberately trying to shock people.

Build your soundtrack carefully
When you have more than one audio track, you need to balance the sound levels.
You don’t want background sound, or music, drowning out dialogue.

Use sound that carries across the edit
You can use ‘wild track’, ‘room tone’ or ‘ambience’ – background sound from the
location – to avoid silence and keep things smooth.

For dialogue scenes – where you cut between shots of each character – try
using split edits where the sound changes at a different time from the picture.
These are also called J-cuts (where the sound changes first) and L-cuts. You can
use a J-cut as a sound bridge between separate scenes, where you hear the sound
from the new location before you see it.

Keep track of the bigger picture
Don’t get so bogged down in one edit that you lose track of how it fits into the
sequence. Play several shots together – or the whole sequence – to check how it all
works together.

Filmmaking Basics: The Sequence

Films are made up of sequences of shots. So if a single shot is a bit like a sentence
in a story, a sequence is like a paragraph.
When you’re filming, you should think about how the clips will fit together into
these sequences. You can follow some simple systems and rules to help with this.

Coverage
You need to film enough shots to show everything you need to show. You also need
to make sure you’ve got enough material to edit with. You can work this out by
using a storyboard or shot list to plan your film. You can also follow some simple
patterns or sets of shots.
It’s important to film each shot for long enough: at least ten seconds for a shot
where nothing happens, and at least five seconds before and after any action or
speech.
You could:

•
•
•
•
•
•

move in: start with a long shot or extreme long shot to set the scene,
then move closer
move out: start with closeups, then gradually use wider shots to
reveal where the scene is set
use three shots: the thing, the person, the person with the thing
follow a shooting ‘pattern’
film cutaways/B-roll: extra shots of details and objects in the scene
film a master shot: a long or wide shot of all the action from start to
finish.

The five shot pattern is one way to get coverage.

Continuity

You also need to make sure that your shots will fit together properly. To do this,
you need to understand the continuity system. This is a set of simple rules about
where to put the camera, how to frame the shots, and how to edit them. If you
follow the rules, it’ll be easier for your audience to understand what’s going on.
And your film will seem to flow more smoothly, so viewers will get more involved
in the story.
The system includes
•

match on action: film different shots of the same action with different
framing/camera positions, so you can cut between the different shots
when you edit

•
•
•

shot-reverse shot: film in one direction, then in roughly the opposite
direction
the 180 degree rule: by keeping your camera on one side of an
imaginary line, you’ll ensure that the shots make sense together
eyeline match: when you edit together shots of a person looking at
something in the next shot, they must be looking in the right direction

Montage
You don’t have to follow the continuity system. You could also use montage.

A summary montage combines shots from different points in the story. You can use
this to sum up a story, or to compress a series of events that take place over a
longer period of time.

Montage can give an overall impression of a setting or story. These kinds of
montage are often used for title sequences.

Montage of attractions (or Soviet montage) combines images to create an overall
impression, build meaning and make connections between images and ideas.

The Picture: Basic Cinematography for
Beginner Filmmakers
There are lot of things to think when you’re planning each shot. You need to think
about the individual shots, and how they’ll fit together. How you set up, light and
film your shot is called cinematography.

Shot size
What will be in the shot and how big will it be?

Use different shot sizes to help tell your story. You could use a distant extreme
long shot to set the scene; closer long shots and mid shots to introduce people
and show action; and closeups and extreme closeups to show the expressions on
people’s faces and important details. More about shot size…

Composition
How will you arrange things in the shot?

The way you arrange things in a shot can make it seem natural, formal or strange.
For a natural look, put important things a bit off centre (around a third of the way
across the screen). To be more formal or stylish, put things dead centre or use
symmetry.
For a creepy or unsettling feel, you could put the camera on a slant or make the
composition really unbalanced. More about composition…

Camera position and angle
Where will you put the camera?

Don’t just shoot everything from eye level. Point the camera upwards – a low angle
shot – to make people or things look powerful or threatening, or use a high angle
shot to make them look smaller or weaker. You can even use a birdseye shot from
directly overhead.
Put the camera in different places around the subject as well. Film from directly in
front to make people feel really engaged, or from the side to show an observer’s
point of view. Change the camera position with each shot. More about camera
position and angle…

Using the lens
What will be in focus? What kind of lens or zoom setting will
you use?

You could use deep focus so people can see what’s happening in the foreground
and background. If you use shallow focus you can blur the background so your
subject stands out. You can even pull focus between different parts of the scene
during the shot.
Use a wide angle lens or zoomed-out setting to get close to the action and make
perspective seem dramatic. A telephoto – zoomed in – shot is better for closeups
of faces and for details. More about using the lens…

Light and colour
What will the light be like? How you will use colour?

Light affects the mood of your shot. Bright, high-key lighting from the front has a
completely different feel to scary low-key side light with heavy shadows.
Atmospheric rim light from behind makes the edge of the subject stand out from
the background.
You can adjust the colour of the whole scene when you edit: warm, reddish tones
feel comforting, but cool, bluish colours are alienating or futuristic. You could even
make it black and white. Colours of things like clothes or walls in the scene can
also help tell the story. More about light and colour…

Movement
How will you show movement? Will the camera move?

You could just keep the camera still and let the action happen in front of it. That’s
the best way to show subtle movements.
You can keep the camera in one place and pan sideways or tilt up or down. Moving
the whole camera looks better, though: track in to build intensity, track out to
reveal more of a scene, or track sideways to follow action. You can move the
camera on a dolly or stabiliser, or use it handheld. You can even raise it above the
action on a crane or jib. More about movement…

Check your shot before you shoot
When you’re ready to shoot, follow this simple ABCDEF rule to make sure you’ve
got the shot right. Check angle, background, composition, distance (shot
size), exposure and focus. More about setting up your shot…

Making a Short Movie: The Story
Whatever kind of short movie you’re making, you need to think about your story
and how you’ll tell it.

Keep it short
When you start making movies, it’s important to keep them short. Shorter than you
think. Build your storytelling skills before you go on to create longer films. They
take much more time to do properly, and it’s harder to structure them and keep
your viewers interested.

Short film tips
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grab the viewer’s attention from the start
Keep them interested: move the story on, keep the pace up
Only include what you have to: leave out anything that doesn’t help
tell the story
Keep it simple: one story, one or two places, one or two characters
Show, don’t tell: use images, sound and editing rather than dialogue
Get the audience to use their imagination: you don’t have to spell out
everything

Starting your movie

If your movie’s an online video, you only have a few seconds to capture your
viewers’ attention. You can do this by a combination of
•
•
•
•

using really good or unusual camerawork
using evocative music or sound
showing something intriguing before you reveal what it is
making it obvious that the story’s about interesting people, places or
things

Story structure
You could follow the story structure that you might see in a feature film, with a
beginning, middle and end. There’s a setup, where you introduce the characters
and the situation, then add a challenge or problem; the development, where they
work through the challenges; and the resolution, where the story comes to an end.
If you’re making a very short movie you don’t necessarily need to follow this: you
can rely on an interesting or unusual approach, or you can show a small slice of life
that the viewer understands is part of a longer story.

Be wary of twists
Many beginner filmmakers come up with a clever story idea that relies on
surprising the audience with a twist or reveal. That can work, but not on its own:
your story needs to be interesting and engaging all the way through, not just at the
end.

Fiction story ideas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find an interesting place and work out what kind of story you could
tell there
Film a day in the life
Take a character on a journey
Start at the end: think of a good way to end your movie then work
backwards.
Take a news photo or headline as a starting point: what events led up
to it?
Find a single prop or object and base your story on it
Find three objects and work out a story that would connect them
Set a story in a confined space (a lift/elevator, a small room)
Base a story on an overheard conversation
Retell a family story or a local legend
Clash or combine genres (Alien is a horror movie set in space)

You could start with a story everyone knows, and tell it in a different way:
•
•
•
•

Change the point of view: Red Riding Hood from the viewpoint of the
wolf or the woodcutter
Change the form: Goldilocks as a documentary or news story
Change the period or the place: O Brother Where Art Thou? is
Homer’s Odyssey relocated to 1920s America
Add a character from a different genre, story, place or period.

How to Read a Movie Scene
•
•
•
•

You can learn a lot about filmmaking by analysing a single scene
from a movie
Start by freeze-framing and looking at each shot in detail
Then look at the editing, sound, and how the scene shows time
You could even try recreating it – filming and editing your own
version

You can teach yourself a lot about the mechanics of filmmaking by watching films.
You’ll learn why filmmakers do things, and you’ll get an idea of what film can do.
Like Quentin Tarantino said, “I didn’t go to film school, I went to films.”
But if you watch a two-hour feature all the way through, you’re probably talking
about hundreds of separate shots. It’s overwhelming. So the best thing to do is go
right back to the basics and look at a short sequence (one scene, or less – or a
complete short film or TV ad) in detail. TV ads can be particularly useful as they fit a
lot of storytelling into a short space of time.

The interrogation scene from Blade Runner is a good sequence to analyse, with
great use of camera, light, sound and editing

Shot by shot
First, look at each individual shot. Pause the video. Try and work out why the shot
was used. What does it bring to the film? How does it help you understand the
story?

What’s in the shot?
Look at everything you can see in the shot: people, clothes, setting, vehicles,
background. Why are they there? What can you tell about them?

What’s not in the shot?
Do you think anything has been deliberately left out, perhaps to add mystery or to
be revealed later?

How close is it?
What’s the shot size? Is it a closeup, that just shows a face or a detail, an extreme
long shot that just shows the setting? Or something in between? Why did they use
that particular kind of shot?

Where’s the camera?
Now try and work out the camera position. Was it at the same level as the subject,
or was it higher or lower? How does that affect what you think of the subject?
Was it directly in front, at a slight angle, at the side, or behind? Why was it filmed
from there?

How are things arranged in the shot?
Does the shot look natural, or is the composition obviously formal or
symmetrical ? Or is it unbalanced, crooked or deliberately awkward?

How do things move?
What movement is there in the shot? Do things or people in the shot move? If so,
are they moving towards or away from the camera, across the screen, up or down
the screen? How does this make you feel about them?
Does the camera move? If it does, what kind of movement is it? Is the movement
slow, fast, smooth or jerky? Why?

What colours are there?
What colours are in the shot? Are they vivid or drab? What do they mean and how
do they make you feel? What about the colour of the light: is it warm
(reddish/orange), cold (blue), or something else?

How is the scene lit?
Is the light bright and flat (‘high-key’), or dramatic and shadowy (‘low-key’)? Do
you think the scene was filmed with natural light or artificial lights? Was there just
one light, or several? Can you work out where they were?

What comes next?
Look at the shot that comes next. How is it different from the one you’ve just been
looking at? What does the new shot bring to the story? Does it show the same thing
filmed differently, or does it show something new?

How the sequence goes together
How are the shots edited? Are they joined with simple cuts (where one shot goes
straight to the next one), or are there more complicated transitions, like dissolves
or fades? If so, what are the transitions telling us?

Find the cut
Look at where the editor decided to make the cut between two shots. Use slow
motion if you can. (If you’re watching on a computer, you may be able to use the
left and right arrow keys to move forward frame by frame.) How does the edit
point fit with the action, the dialogue, the soundtrack or the actors’ performances?
Do the sound and picture change together, or at different times (split edits)?
Does the sequence use cutaways (where the sound from one shot continues, but
we see a different image)?

Pace
Is the editing fast or slow? Does it get faster? How does this match the mood or the
action?

What can you hear?
Look away from the screen or cover it up. Play the movie, listening to
the soundtrack. What different kinds of sound can you hear? Can you list them all?
Now watch the movie with the sound and work out what the sound brings to the
story.
If it’s music, what style of music is it? What instruments were used? How does it
make you feel? Is it telling you about the place, the mood, the period, a character
– or warning you about something that might be about to happen?
If there’s a voiceover, who’s speaking? How does their voice make your feel? Are
they a character in the story or an impartial narrator?
With natural (diegetic) sounds, do they sound realistic or are they exaggerated? Do
they come from things you can see on-screen, or do they give you information

about things that are off-screen? Do you think they were recorded live, or added
later as sound effects?

Time
How does the sequence show time?
Is it in real time – where things take as long as they would in real life?
If not, is it compressed time where they leave things out? If so, what’s been left out
and what’s been kept in?
Or does it use stretch time, where things take longer on screen than they would in
real life? If so, why? How have they extended the time?
You might also see cross-cutting or parallel editing, where the film cuts between
action happening in two places at the same time. If the film uses this, how have
they managed to do this without you getting confused? How do you know which
location is which?
Or does the scene use flashbacks or flash forwards? How can you tell?

